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PREFACE
The modern Olympic Games exist as one of the most prolific
mega-events in global culture, heralding proclamations of peace,
unification, and sodality. A mega event can be understood as a high
profile, world interest spectacle existing on a short term basis with a
series of implications (both beneficial and detrimental) for its host,
including socio-economic impacts through generation of tourism and
infrastructural advancements, short term/long term employment spikes,
real-estate boosts, cost overrun, and an effective branding of the host
city with a plethora of potential collective identity issues reliant on
themes employed, generation of a legacy/global image and planning
concerns, such as housing displacement or dissolution of functional
urban fabric for the implantation of foreign infrastructure. Referred
to as the “Olympic Effect” (Roche 2000), this series of implications is
induced by the complex agendas continually elicited for the Olympics,
which often result in equally complex effects. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
the first South American city selected to host the Olympic Games, has
prospered and developed economic stability over the last decade,
boasting the second highest GDP in the continent, and experience,
having hosted the 2007 Pan-American Games. However, Rio de Janeiro
is at a crucial standpoint as it hosts back to back mega-events (2014
World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games), where acting as a sponsor
city could potentially lead to a flourishing or inversely lead to the
downfall of this advent city. Rio de Janeiro has now become a host
city which is tasked with the mitigation of its characteristically dense
fabric, communities, and regional identity and the demands of Olympic
infrastructure as well as the legacy and branding of the Olympic Rings.
As an initial approach to the issue presented by the Host CityOlympic Effect relationship, this text presents a set of past host cities
as case study cities, which through rigorous comparative analysis of
bid proposals and pre and post-games conditions of infrastructure,
urban fabric, and program, will offer a scope to help scrutinize the
current bid and infrastructural proposal for the 2016 Olympic Games.
Furthermore, through the study of the past bid proposals, this text will
not only begin to make evident successful and unsuccessful planning
agendas of past bid cities and mega-events, after effects, societal
implications, the potential growth of a city and national culture at a
macro level but also programmatic and morphological specifities
such as programmatic adjacencies of amenities, public access to
infrastructure based on location and engagement of urban fabric
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(localized communities and informal settlements in the case of Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil) based on proximities of venues. While simultaneously
operating at an urban scale, providing an analysis for the RIO 2016
Masterplan, and at the architectural scale, exploring possible typologies
which can react favorably to Olympic planning, the intent is to explore
a possible mediation between Olympic infrastructure and micro scale
localized design to determine and contend how this relationship can
physically manifest itself as a functional architectural construct which
is both apt for useage during the 2016 Olympics and sensitive to the
manner in which it fits into its immediate context to better serve the
projected expansion of Rio de Janeiro and its local communities.
As part of a set of possible strategies, the text concludes with
the concept of exploiting (in a somewhat speculative manner) the
idea of a sensitively integrated architectural intervention acting
initially as infrastructure and programming for the Olympics but
ultimately reliant on a progressive time cycle of use, degeneration,
reappropriation and regeneration to serve the immediate local context
of the site before, during, and after the Olympic Games are held.
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Through the sensitive integration of an architecture, in the form
of an urban landscape, that is characterized by cycles of highly flexible
reprogramming, social inclusion, and adaptability, a crucial intervention
for Olympic planning becomes manifest. This intervention will mitigate
the fluctuating needs and effects of Olympic Infrastructure, initially, and
those of a local context and fabric, perpetually in order to catalyze sense
of community and reinforce identity. Architecture, as posed by this thesis ,
must respond to the notions of socio-spatial differentation, social exclusion,
and consequent identity issues which are prevalent for Host Cities.
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GLOSSARY
1_Brand : v. To label or mark with characteristics pertaining to an
establishment, institution, or larger entity.
2_Decentralized model : n. An urban form model designated to an
Olympic City which scatters its venues amongst the expanse of its
fabric.
3_Degeneration : n. In Pathology - A process by which tissue deteriorate, loses functional activity, and may become converted into
or replaced by other kinds of tissue.
			
In [Host] Architecture - The process by which
an architectural construct, once abandoned, begins to deteriorate
and make way for an eventual reprogramming.
4_Host : n. In Biology - An organism that nourishes and supports a
parasite.
Also - A person who recieves and entertains guests at
home.
In [Host] Cities - A city which vies for and wins a bid, after
having submitted a proposal and competed against various other
cities, to provide an exemplary site for the Olympic Games.
In [Host] Architecture - design which becomes deviod of
its initial intention after it has completed its purpose and becomes
a non descript space only to expereince a restoration of meaning
once it is reappropriated allowing for the continual layering of such
meaning and the possibility of an atavism, or a reversion to what
was once characteristic and necessary
5_Infrastructure : n. The basic, underlying framework or features of a
system or organization.
6_Inner-City Mono-Cluster model : n. An urban form model designated to an Olympic City which condenses its venues within a
specific site, usually at the city center.
7_Inner-City Poly-Cluster model : n. An urban form model designated to an Olympic City which condenses its venues within several
sites, usually amongst the expanse of its fabric.
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8_Joint Cluster model : n. An urban form model designated to an Olympic City which condenses its venues within a main site situated between
two urban masses.
9_Market : n. An open place or a covered building where buyers and sellers convene for the sale of goods.
		
In Architecture and Civic Planning - A typology which generates public space that offers a substantial social, economic, and public
presence within its context through constant exchange.
10_Mediatheque : n. An institutional typology which preserves and provides access to various types of media.
11_Mega-Event : n. a high profile, world interest spectacle existing on a
short term basis with a series of implications (both beneficial and detrimental) for its host city.
12_Periphery Cluster model : n. An urban form model designated to an
Olympic City which scatters its venues amongst the peripheries of its fabric.
13_Regeneration : n. In Biology - the restoration or new growth by an organism of organs, tissues, etc., that have been removed, lost, or injured.
			
In [Host] Architecture - the restoration of meaning
to an architectural construst once it has been reappropriated and reprogrammed for use according to contemporary issues and context.
14_Satellite Cluster model : n. An urban form model designated to an
Olympic City which condenses its venues within a main site situated at
the city center and an auxiliary site located at the city’s periphery.
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MEGA-EVENTS
“For me the study of mega-events has opened up windows and perspectives into areas as diverse as social history, architecture and urban planning, media studies, and
the political history of the twentieth century.”
Roche (2000)

A mega event is classified as a high profile, world interest
spectacle existing, typically, on a short term basis with a series of
implications, both beneficial and detrimental, for its host city. Some
examples of notable mega-events include the Olympics, FIFA World
Cup, and large scale cultural events such as world fairs and expos.
The mass popular appeal and international significance generated by
mega-events result in an equal desire to host an event of this caliber
most commonly for international exposure and the economic benefits
tied to that exposure. Nations and cities, vying for the chance to stand
in the global spotlight, develop astronomical agendas and ambitions
for their development and to secure the right to host. The subsequent
degree of transformation includes factors which can elevate a city
to notoriety or subject it to a negative legacy. Some of these factors
include socio-economic impacts through generation of tourism and
infrastructural advancements, short term/long term employment
spikes, real-estate boosts, cost overrun, and an effective branding
of the host city with a plethora of potential collective identity issues
reliant on themes employed, generation of a legacy/global image
and planning concerns, such as housing displacement or dissolution
of functional urban fabric for the implantation of foreign infrastructure.
Notable to the issues posed by mega-events are the ways,
both nationally and internationally, in which this specific brand of
event has contributed to the idea of culture and the resultant inclusion,
or in some cases, exclusion of that culture (See Olympic Effect).
Furthermore, the comprehensive significance of a mega-event can
begin to link together notions of desirablity to host and its after effects.
At their core, mega-events invlove different scales from international
to community event and the levels in which it can be applied to
modernity. Within modernity, mega-events exist as an influential
cultural movement that exhibit important phenomena at the personal,
national, cultural, and sociological level. This portion of text will offer a
brief synopsis into these traits to define the significance of mega-events.
Within modernity and the level of personal experience in a
mega-event one observes impact and change through the manner
in which societies periodise great events or moments in their timelines.
This reflection uses the mega-event as a “temporal and cultural
marker.” Roche (2000 p.5) On the national level, one can observe
the more typically recognized characteristic of a mega-event, that
of representation. The desire behind this representation is to project
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a national image to the rest of the world using the mega-event as a
vehicle of dissemination for this constructed image or identity. On a
cultural level, mega-events generate forces through an event-based
process of exhibiting culture which can lead to permanent creation
of institutions and cultivation of interest in the consumer/tourist culture
of a host city. Finally on the sociological level, mega-events while
eliciting some form of change overall can also ammend social structure
through agency and modernization brought on by acting as a host.
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OLYMPIC EFFECT
“Increasingly, the Olympic Games are being viewed as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the host city (and sometimes country) to embark on a series of major development or redevelopment projects that have the potential to change the way in
which the city operates, the feeling local citizens have for their city, and the perception of the rest of the world toward the host city and country.”
Chernushenko (2004)

The term Olympic Effect is used to define the post-Olympic
conditions of a host city and its adapted infrastructural elements as
well as the slue of impacts, including physical, environmental, socioeconomic, socio-political, socio-cultural, and socio-psychological,
which leave an indellible mark on a host city. After the Olympic
whirlwind, there exists an invisible clock, one which grips the attention
of the host city as it prepares itself for its expected and desired
development as a new global city and the global recognition it sought
by acting as a vessel for the Olympic Games. It is this desire which
drives a city to contest for the possibility to be a host for the Olympics.
It is established that Olympic events frequently involve largescale infrastructural developments which induce a substantial urban
transformation through which the city itself hopes to acquire global
attention and recognition. Furthermore, these developments and
subsequent transformation induce impacts, as aforementioned,
which are encompassed under the umbrella of what is known as
the Olympic Effect. The following is a synopsis of these individual
impacts and the notions explored for the Host City thesis.
PHYSICAL-ENVIRONMENTAL: For nearly all host cities notions of occupancy and improvements to their built environment are one of
the major benefits sought after. As such, some cities begin ambitious
campaigns and agendas for urban schemes which inherently propose a city rebranding while some Olympic infrastructure might also
recquire an element of place regeneration to successfully accommodate venues. As a result, their exists somewhat of a double-edged
sword, which for some cities can render a loss of identity or characteristic city traits. Though the benefits are clear and the ideas of regeneration and revitilization are for the development of a city into an
Olympic city, this can sometimes deliver a negative legacy of debt,
overplanning, and lack of succesful integration of Olympic infrastrcuture into a city’s fabric.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC: Motivations for hosting an Olympic event have
varied from city to city over the course of Olympic history yet one
common goal can be identified: the desire to flourish as an emergent
global economy promoting tourist and consumer cultures to attract global capital flows. Short term and long term effects vary from
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creastion of jobs to impacts on the real estate market with the abundance of commerical housing properties delegated to the host city
post-Olympics.
SOCIO-POLITICAL: Though the games and host cities are restricted
from influencing any form of government for gain, there still exist some
aspects of political and diplomatic turmoil in the form of protests, boycotts, entire wars (WWII for example), and terrorism that have established a political presence on the games and host cities.
SOCIO-CULTURAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL: As one of the greatest
sporting and cultural events in history, the Olympics are noted for elevating national pride and presenting opportunities for cities to exhibit
themselves in the best possible way through all of the major developments, architectural, infrastructural, and aesthetic, that have shaped
the city in preparation for the games. As such, a host city employs
metaphor and themes to best exhibit this metamorphosis to function
as a cultural manifesto and message to the modern world. The Olympic Games can also elevate local and community pride in one’s city
through sound and sensitive improvements of the built environment
as well as distribution of new amenities. A final cultural aspect deals
with portrayal and image which as aforementioned can redefine a
city into a tourist destination rather than a checkpoint.
HOST CITY: For Host City notions regarding the Olympic Effect are
paramount for consideration, contention, and conceptual design
due fully to the belief that there needs to be a mitigation between all
of the above factors which encompass the Olympic Effect and more
city wide and local issues of future Olympic sites.
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URBAN FORM MODELS

Decentralized
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Periphery Cluster

Inner-City Mono-Cluster

Joint Cluster

Satellite Cluster

Inner-City Poly-Cluster

DECENTRALIZED :

An urban form model designated to an Olympic City which scatters its
venues amongst the expanse of its fabric. Employing a Decentralized strategy to the organizational structure of Olympic venues and systems yields an
Urban Adjustment Form which allows for a high flexibility in siting and land
procurement where venues are easily deployed and situatued amongst the
existing fabric with little disruption. Such a system generally incurs low cost
and best serve cities with a good civic and transportational infrastructure
where the fabric requires very little adjusment or redevelopment. Past Olympic Cities which fall under this category are London[1948] Mexico City[1968]
Los Angeles[1984]

PERIPHERY CLUSTER :

An urban form model designated to an Olympic City which scatters its venues amongst the peripheries of its fabric. Employing a Periphery Cluster strategy to the organizational structure of Olympic venues and systems yields an
Urban Expansion Form which allows for a substantial growth, expansion of a
city center, and an occupation of previous boundaries. For this strategy to
be successful there needs to be a considerable development of transportaional infrastructure to begin linking all the peripheries and facilitate expansion. Past Olympic Cities which fall under this category are Rome[1960]
Seoul[1988] Athens[2004] Beijing[2008]

INNER-CITY MONO-CLUSTER :

An urban form model designated to an Olympic City which condenses its
venues within a specific site, usually at the city center. Employing an InnerCity Mono-Cluster strategy to the organizational structure of Olympic venues and systems yields an Urban Contraction Form which generally involves
new large scale construction for the development of a single site. The
centrality of this Olympic strategy provides a high degree of accessbility for
athlete and spectator and requires minimal amendments to existing transportational infrastructure. The greatest benefit of this strategy results from
the condensing of all venues to one site as it promotes a revival of the city
core. However, the cost of employing this strategy could result in high inves-
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ment and subsequent risk as well as disruption and displacement in local
communities. Olympic Cities which fall under this category are Helsinki[1952]
Munich[1972] Montreal[1976] London[2012]

JOINT CLUSTER :

An urban form model designated to an Olympic City which condenses its
venues within a main site situated between two urban masses. Employing a
Joint Cluster strategy to the organizational structure of Olympic venues and
systems yields a Regional Combination Form which tends to have substantial influence on the surrounding urban masses. Improvements to transportational infrastructure are usually necessary in tying the urban masses to
the Olympic nucleus though this caliber of expansion and combination of
urban masses can result in urban sprawl as construction increases across all
regions. The only Past Olympic City which falls under this category is Sydney[2000]

SATELLITE CLUSTER :

An urban form model designated to an Olympic City which condenses its
venues within a main site situated at the city center and an auxiliary site
located at the city’s periphery. Employing a Satellite Cluster strategy to the
organizational structure of Olympic venues and systems yields a Regional
Adjustment Form which has great influence on both the city center site as
well as the auxiliary peripheral site. In this strategy, there is a desire to expand towards and develop the adjoining region for which considerable
developments in transportational infrastructure are necessary for linkage
and accessibility. The only Past Olympic City which falls under this category
is Atlanta[1996]

INNER-CITY POLY-CLUSTER :

An urban form model designated to an Olympic City which condenses its
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venues within several sites, usually amongst the expanse of its fabric. Employing a Inner-City Poly-Cluster strategy to the organizational structure of
Olympic venues and systems yields an Urban Contraction Form which has
a tendency to catalyze the evolution of new urban sub-centers within the
city. This Olympic strategy responds most directly to transportational infrastructure and reinforces enhancements and redevelopments to be soundly integrated within the fabric. However, through this strategy there is a
higher likelyhood of population relocation and community displacement
as well as difficulties in siting. Olympic Cities which fall under this category
are Tokyo[1964] Moscow[1980] Barcelona[1992] Rio de Janeiro[2016]
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MONTREAL

OLYMPIC VILLAGE

OLYMPIC PARK
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Montreal approached the proposed Olympic Infrastructure with the
desire to maximize use of all existing facilities rather than implant
completely new constructs within the city fabric. This is perhaps the
reason why Montreal did not experience much change in its fabric
aside from the allotment of the majority of its budget to constructing an Olympic City composed of an Olympic Park and an Olympic
Village. The site chosen for the Olympic City was Maisonneuve Park,
an area 5km outside the downtown business sector. This location for
the Olympic City was in isolation, buffered from residential districts
by the adjacent Botanical Gardens and the Municipal Golf Course
and prompted the extension of the east-west subway lines (with two
major transportation hubs sited within the park) for accessibility to
the Olympic Park.

Inner-City Mono-Cluster
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BARCELONA

Barcelona, within Olympic planning history, stands as one of the
most successful Host Cities due to its profound urban transformation
over the course of redevelopment and its planning for the Olympics. Becoming an exemplary model for Olympic Planning since
the late 80s, Barcelona was able to use the complexities required
for Olympic Infrastructure as an instrument for the reorganization of
its own fabric and public spaces as well as the restructuring of its
morphology through amendments to transportational infrastructure,
intra city links, and its coast line. Barcelona is identified as an InnerCity Poly-Cluster model where Barcelona’s agenda was to pinpoint
specific areas in need of redevelopment and make them target
sites for their Olympic plan. These target sites followed sound criteria, such as planning for the use of buildings and public spaces after
the games, to ensure their successful regeneration. Perhaps the
most significant and noteworthy success of Barcelona was its plan
for the Parc Del Mar coastline which was reclaimed and revitalized
by receeding it further inland to create a link between the city and
its neglected waterfront, a move which made possible the evolution of successful public spaces within the area.

EXISTING
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NEW CONSTRUCTION

Inner-City Poly-Cluster
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AMENITIES + PROGRAM
Olympic venues
1.FC Barcelona Stadium
2.Palau Blaugrana
3.Real Club de Polo
4.RCD Espanyol Stadium
5.University of Barcelona sports
ground
6.University of Barcelona sports
ground
7.Hotel Princesa Sofia
8.Hotel Hilton
9.COOB'92 headquarters

Access to the area
10.Access to COOB'92 precinct
11.Access for spectators
12.Access for the OF

Area Services
13.RC de Polo Olympic fleet car
park
14.FC Barcelona Stadium and Palau
Blaugrana Olympic fleet car park
15.Diagonal Area car park

Other tourist or cultural
amenities
16.Parc de Cervantes
17.Palau de Pedralbes
18.Hotel Rey Juan Carlos
19.University of Barcelona and
Polytechnic University of
Catalonia
20.Les Corts cemetery

DIAGONAL CLUSTER
MONTJUIC CLUSTER
Area Services
1.Rius i Taulet car park
2.Poble Espanyol car park
3.Miramar car park
4.Foc car park
5.La Bàscula car park
6.Sot del Migdia car park
7.Parc del Migdia car park
8.Botanical Gardens car park
9.Olympic Ring car park
10.Julia de Campmany car park
11.Julia de Campmany helicopter
pad
12.Aerodrome helicopter pad
13.Palau de Victoria Eugenia
14.COOB'92 catering
15.Olympic Ring public services
16.Municipal public services
17.Bus stops
18.Funicular station
19.Escalator
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Access to the area
20.Olympic Ring precinct
Other tourist or cultural
amenities
21.Palau Nacional
22.Palauet Albéniz
23.Poble Espanyol
24.Museum of Archaeology
25.Mercat de les Flors Theatre
26.Grec Theatre
27.Fundació Miró
28.Museum of Ethnology
29.Mossèn Cinto Verdaguer
Gardens
30.Amusement Park
31.Mossèn Costa i Llobera Gardens
32.Montjuïc Castle
33.Parc del Migdia
34.Montjuïc Cemetery

Area services
1.Velòdrom Olympic fleet car park
2.Vall d'Hebron Area Olympic
fleet car park
3.Velòdrom drivers' reception
centre
4.Vall d'Hebron Area drivers'
reception centre
5.Velòdrom car park for vehicles
with pass
6.Vall d'Hebron Area car park for
vehicles with pass
7.Helicopter pad
8.Restaurant area for competitors
and Team'92
9.RTV restaurant area

Other amenities of tourist or
cultural interest
10.Vall d'Hebron hospital
11.Llars Mundet
12.Vall d'Hebron municipal
swimming pool
13.Pavelló de la República
14.Martí Codolar Salesian Seminary
15.Hota Salesians College

VALL D’HEBRON CLUSTER
PARC DEL MAR CLUSTER
Area Services
1.Olympic Village Olympic fleet
and semi-fleet car park
2.Pavelló de la Mar Bella
spectators' car park
3.Helicopter pad
4.Hospital del Mar
5.Hotel Arts
6.Weather centre

Other tourist or cultural
amenities
7.Parc de la Ciutadella
8.Old Born market
9.Estació de Franca
10.Parliament of Catalonia
11.Zoo
12.Torre de les Aigües
13.Pompeu Fabra University
14.L 'Est cemetery
15.Parc de les Dunes
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DIAGONAL CLUSTER

AVINGUDA DIAGONAL

1988

Starting with the Diagonal Area (cluster), Barcelona infrastructure planned for
the Olympics sought to organize the disordely state of the region. Boasting
the most of the existing sports venues in Barcelona, what the Diagonal Area
lacked was a substantial linkage and resultant accessibility for its most
important venues, such as the RCD Espanyol Stadium and the FC Barcelona Stadium. The lack of connection/continuation of the Avinguda Diagonal
isolated the towns of Espluges and the city of L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, and
it was further deemed important to implant a new network of roads,
including a major cross axis road to draw the area together and reconnect it
with the rest of Barcelona.

MONTJUIC CLUSTER

1988

The overall mass of the Montjuic Park
region can be divided into two portions in
regards to the type of redevelopment
experienced.

The northern portion of Montjuic experienced an extensive
refurbishment to restore facades of many of the trade buildings in
the area, gardens etc. as a means of beautifying the portion of
Montjuic which is most open to the fabric of Barcelona. A final
Periphery for the Montjuic Park was established through the
implantation of new roads and helps define the park as a central
figure within the fabric of Barcelona. The southern portion contains
Parc Del Migdia (Green space redaproppriated and developed for
public use) and the main Olympic esplanade with an enlarged and
refurbished stadium. Developments in both regions are characterized by necessities posed by hosting the games and a desire to
make the are more accessible to the public.

MONTJUIC

RONDA DEL LITORAL
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VALL D’HEBRON CLUSTER

RONDA DE DALT [INCOMPLETE]

1988

Due to the completion of the Ronde de Dalt, The Vall d’
Hebron region of Barcelona experienced a major restructuring, now linking together all of the sporting facilities and
residential sectors rather than existing as a scattered set of
unlinked clusters. This redevelopment offered the opportunity
for the loose knit urban fabric to be hemmed together by the
subsequent implantation of roads corollary to the Ronda de
Dalt and added a much needed definition to the fabric of the
area. 3 main axes roads, which reorganize this empty
portion into a triangular form, define the peripheries of the
fabric where all of the Olympic venues, amenities, and parks
are situated.

PARC DEL MAR CLUSTER
1987

Out of the 4 poly-cluster regions designated for Olympic
infrastructure and planning, The Parc del Mar sector
experienced perhaps the greatest taste of prosperous
redevelopment. In its Pre-Olympic period, Parc del Mar was
a disused industrial district just south of the Exiample
“super-block” district. 2 Rail lines isolated Parc del Mar from
the rest of Barcelona and a regeneration plan for the polluted
and disappearing coastline was in dire need. This would be
the future site for the Olympic Village, newly constructed
transportation infrastructure, and an Olympic Harbor.

RAIL LINE

DISUSED INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
WATER FRONT
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DIAGONAL CLUSTER

RONDA DE DALT

AVINGUDA DIAGONAL
main theme [opening it up as a
1992 The
“gateway” to the city] for the restructuring
of the Diagonal area involved filling gaps in
the urban fabric and eliminating certain
plots of agricultural land and housing. As a
result, the Diagonal Area was reorganized
as a super-urban zone dedicated to
sports/education/leisure including well
defined urban areas and parks.
Restructuring Plan>> Maria Rubert de Ventos + Oriol Clos

1992
Olympic Ring Organized by Esplanade

Completion of established periphery

reconfigured park landscape

PARC DEL MIGDIA

RONDA DEL LITORAL
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MONTJUIC CLUSTER

VALL D’HEBRON CLUSTER
RONDA DE DALT [COMPLETE]

1992

Axis 3>>

Avinguda de l’Estatut de
Catalunya

Axis 1>>

Carrer de Lisboa

Axis 2>>

Avinguda del Cardenal
Vidal

1992

The various interventions which led the Parc del Mar region
to be revitalized, transformed, and reintegrated into city
fabric involved: First, restructuring the rail lines which divided
Parc del Mar from the rest of they city by eliminating/burying
the remaining lines and replacing them with an extension of
the partially covered (with green space) road, Ronda del
Litoral. Next was the extension of the Exiample “super block”
grid to the waterfront in order for streets and ultimately the
city to be opened and accessible to the sea. The final step
was the regeneration and recession of the waterfront into the
city for a more prominent coastline and for the construction
of the Olympic Harbor.

PARC DEL MAR CLUSTER

RONDA DEL LITORAL [EXTENDED]

OLYMPIC VILLAGE

PARC DEL MAR VILLAGE
WATER FRONT

OLYMPIC HARBOR
WATER FRONT
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ATHENS

Athens, as an Olympic City, is most notable for the depth of its development of transportational infrastructure, now boasting a network of metrolines which extend to its peripheries. The major move
for Athens was to heavily develop its infrastructure to produce a
city wide accessibility. Through this renewed city linkage were born
several cultural sectors with new performance spaces, exhibition
spaces, and museums.

EXISTING
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NEW CONSTRUCTION

Periphery Cluster
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TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
Kifissia
Kat
Maroussi

Neratziotissa
Irini
Pefkakia
Perissos
Ano Patissia

Kato Patissia
Nikolaos

1>> Piraeus
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RIO 2016

(Games of Celebration and Transformation) – Bid Proposal Synthesis

RIO 2016 Strategic Pathway involves 5 key points of integration:

Engaging Young People/ Social Transformation through Sport/ Regional
Outreach/ Global Promotion/ Successful delivery
The Rio 2016 games are touted as the games for celebration and
transformation, using the sportive and passionate culture of Brazil +
Rio to catalyze this transformation. Rio has developed strategies to
build/plan according to their specific vision and legacy. This legacy
is comprised of more than just a desire for transformation of the city
and its global appeal but as a social transformation, in the form of
an outreach to youth, athletes, and citizens of South America, Brazil,
and Rio through the various Olympic organizational strategies and
programs characteristic to the preparation and participation of a
Host City. Significant components of this legacy plan which are
already being implemented and planned for include the Olympic
Training Center (OTC) in the Barra cluster.

Transformation of the city/ Social inclusion /
Youth and education/ Sport
RIO 2016 Legacy Plan involves 4 key transformation points:

>>Transformation of the city: Better air quality through stronger emis-

sions control for industry + mass transport/ There will be an enhancement of public transport through the Olympic transport highway ring
/ Improved Security/ Preservation of the largest urban forest including planting 24 million + trees by 2016/ Transformation of the Port
Area into a major accommodation, entertainment, and tourist
district, reconnecting the harbor to the heart of the city (Barcelonan
Strategy)/ New housing, leisure ,retail outlets in Maracana-Deodoro/
Extensive sport, recreational, transport-infrastructure developments
in Barra/ X park precinct in Deodoro for recreational-youth purposes.

>>Social Inclusion: The four legacy villages will make available over
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25,000 residences post-Olympics/ An integrative training program
funded by Rio 2016 for over 48,000 will be developed for Professional and Volunteer skill sets needed in the games and will work in
tandem with government, universities, and institutions to provide
jobs post-Olympics/ 50,000 temporary and an additional 15,000
permanent jobs will be created in the fields of event-sport management, tourism, and venue operation as well as significant
amounts of construction work for the proposed transport infrastructure developments and permanent retail and commercial roles/
Wherever possible Rio 2016 will source games venues and equipment from local communities to satisfy the ideal of social

clusion.

in-

>>Youth and Education: Programa Segundo Tempo and Mais
Educacao are federally supported and funded programs which
promote the importance of sport in education. It will bring a redevelopment of sport infrastructure in school ballooning participation and availability to over 3 million children- young athletes
through an evolved methodology of recreational integration.

>>Sport: Rio 2016 plans to establish and design a need for its postOlympic physical legacy (Venues and training) tailored to young
athletes locally and world-wide through scholarships for over
10,000 in Brazil (outside of those sponsored by private sponsorship)/
Issuing scholarships for the OTC to athletes around the world/ An
increased federal funding of USD200 million in sport/ 14 pre-games
training facilities outside of Rio and 29 within Rio will be sited and
located near local communities and public schools/ The training of
sporting officials in national technique and sports not available or
less developed in Brazil will bring a greater cross-section of
opportunity/ availability in sport.
RIO 2016 Concept relies on 4 key principles: Technical Excellence/
Experience of a Lifetime/ Transformation/ Supporting the OlympicParalympic Movements
>>Technical Excellence: The overall master plan and games

venues will be packaged in four zones throughout the city of Rio
and will be linked together by a high-performance transport ring
which will have assigned Olympic lanes. Venues will be comprised
of existing facilities and historic venues like the Maracana Soccer
Stadium which have been (2007 Pan-American Games) and will
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be under repeat use (2011 CISM World Military Games-2014 World
Cup) making it necessary for only 26% new construction in the
overall master plan for venues/ For the games, the Olympic Village
will provide 17,000 rooms for athletes and space for 2,400 families
post-Olympics/ In terms of security, the further investment
(including USD3.35 billion) into the federal program for NationalPublic Security and Citizenship will continue through 2012 to ensure
safety of such a high profile event. This same initiative rendered
the 2007 Pan American Games to occur without incident/ In terms
of financial security and certainty, Rio 2016 operates under the
umbrella of a country which boasts the 10th largest global
economy predicted to be the 5th largest by 2016.
>>Experience of a Lifetime: In order to produce a memorable

event, RIO 2016 must align itself with successful and collaborative
partnerships which will market the games/ Full stadiums will be
delivered for the games due to marketing innovations and tactics
including the reduction of ticket sales.
>>Transformation: (See Transformation of the City under Legacy
Plan)

RIO 2016
Olympics Live Initiative will fund 15
global live sites for the games/ The OTC will be
>>Supporting the Olympic-Paralympic Movements:

a staple in sports development for Rio, Brazil and abroad bringing
a permanence of the Olympic Spirit and its embodied ideals as a
new image in the localities of Rio.

RIO 2016 Siting Infrastructure: Barra da Tijuca/ Maracana/
Deodoro/ Copacabana
>>Barra da Tijuca: Expansion-Connectivity- Through the RIO 2016
Master Plan, the naturally expanding area of Barra will inherit an
increase in commercial and business activity which will result in a
planning for consequent priorities including transport connectivity
inducing a nexus of transport networks in Barra, additional
private and social housing, and environmental remediation.
>>Deodoro: Youth- This region just north of Barra da Tijuca is populated by the highest demographic of youth within the metropoli-
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tan region. RIO 2016’s heralding of sport infrastructure will further
continue the advancement of sport-recreational ideals in
Deodoro established by the 2007 Pan American Games to meet
the needs of underprivileged youth that lacked the facilities to
actively participate in sports. RIO 2016 specifically engineer new
facilities for this purpose those of which will include the X park
(BMX circuit) to promote the ideals and opportunities of a strong
social and sport development legacy for the youth.
>>Maracana: Restoration/Urban Renewal- RIO 2016 will enact a
revitalization of the historic Maracana district, more specifically
the Port Area. Alongside some key urban interventions near the
Olympic venues to activate the fabric of Maracana, the Port Area
will be revitalized and reconnected to the city center.
>>Copacabana: Environment- RIO 2016 will seek to protect and
invigorate all of the unique environmental aspects of this historic
zone.

Barra da Tijuca Cluster

Barra, the fastest growing region in Rio, is the core of the RIO 2016 Olympics and will house the
Olympic (Paralympic) Village, Media Village, IBC/MPC, Rio Olympic Park, and Rio Centro. The
Olympic Training Center will be its most prominent legacy venue.

Sports to be hosted in the Barra Cluster venues include: Badminton, Basketball, Boxing, Cycling, Gymnastics, Weightlifting, Handball, Hockey (Field), Judo, Wrestling, Aquatics, Taekwondo, Tennis,
Table Tennis.
>>OTC- Accommodates 40,000 square meters of indoor space as
legacy program for the Barra area. It will have 4 permanently
installed courts (halls) as well as athletic-coaching facilities and
facilities for local-regional competitions. OTC Hall 1 (Basketball)/
OTC Hall 2 (Olympic Judo-Taekwondo)/ OTC Hall 3 (Olympic
Wrestling)/ OTC Hall 4 (Handball).
>>Olympic Hockey Center- One pitch will be retained postOlympics as part of the OTC.
>>Olympic Tennis Center- Designed as a part of the OTC, the
Tennis center will sprawl 16 courts over a 10 Hectare site and will
provide a much needed competition venue, post-Olympics, for
tennis in Brazil.
>>Rio Olympic Velodrome- This venue originally built for the 2007
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Pan American Games will be refurbished and house Cycling
events.
>>Maria Lenk Aquatic Center- This venue will house Diving and
Water Polo and as a part of its legacy plan will be used for local
and regional competitions.
>>Olympic Aquatics Stadium- This venue will house Swimming and
Synchro-Swimming and as part of its legacy plan all of the seating
will be removed and the stadium will be retrofitted as the OTC’s
administrative and research facilities.
>>Rio Olympic Arena- This venue will host Gymnastics and will
remain in use post-Olympics as Rio’s largest indoor arena.
>>Rio Centro (Rio’s premier Exhibition/Convention Center)- Pavilion 2 (Boxing)/ Pavilion 3 (Table Tennis)/ Pavilion 4 (Badminton)/
Pavilion 6 (Weightlifting)
Site Selection: The Barra Cluster, situated within the Olympic
Master Plan, is projected to undergo the greatest amount of
development for RIO 2016. At the macro scale, Barra da Tijuca
offers a relative tabula rasa for the Olympic Infrastructure being implanted over the next six years. Barra da Tijuca is the least
densely populated Olympic venue cluster boasting a population of 400,000 which is expected to increase to over 800,000,
Post-Olympics. Notable characteristics for morphological evolution in Barra include the establishment of a transport network
nexus on the site due to Olympic transport-infrastructure developments, the expanding presence of residential, commerical, and business program and amenities, and the eventual
dynamics between situating over 40% of Olympic venues on
the site and the increasing densification of residential towers
and housing as well as the organizational and site contrast
provided by the local favelas, resulting in a rich, super charged
site patchwork with many scales and influences on the selected parcel. The intentions of Rio de Janeiro municipality align
with deisre to duplicate site dynamics and conditions found
in Copacabana. Rio de Janeiro is best known as “The Divided
City” because it is literally divided by the Parque Nacional da
Tijuca and this has created a boundary on western expansion/
development. Consequently, transport infrastructure has been
geared to classify Barra as a major hub for transit, activity, and
exchange. Through these individual steps, the overall RIO 2016
Master Plan will implant a series of crucial venues, including the
Olympic Training Center to activate the site, spur development,
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and secure a legacy plan for Barra.
As related to the site, the aim of Host City is to account
for the aforementioned conditions and render an architectural
construct which can mediate between all site forces at whatever scale to achieve a restructuring/recentering on the site
in hopes to reinforce the identity and needs of the local communities as well as foster the exchange of cultural value which
will be engrained within the Olympics and vice-versa as a true
Host-Parasite Relationship. Ultimately, the notion is to provide a
catalytic solution for the activiation rather than neglect of a site
brought on by Olympic Planning.
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>>Rio_Transportation/Infrastructure Improvements
All 3 levels of government on board for integrated transport development
strategy
Free trans-network for workforce/spectators -More than 5 billion USD are being
spent to enhance the existing trans-infra by 2015.
Transport Ring Elements: renovated suburban railway system/ upgraded metro/
3 new bus rapid transit systems (BRT)
Rio governance will join with ODA (Olympic Development Assoc) and OTTD
(Olympic Transport/Traffic Division) to form an integrated government to
guarantee delivery of proposed infra-developments.
Infra systems will be tested during the 2014 World Cup

N

RIO DE JANIERO

Inner-City Poly-Cluster

Olympic Highway
Existing
New
Olympic Village
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BARRA

225km of suburban railway lines/ 2 airports-1 domestic-1 international
Upgrades include:
1.1 billion USD: upgrade of the suburban railway system-connecting Maracana
and Deodoro areas with the densely populated city
1.2 billion USD: extension of Metro Lines 1 in the S + interconnection between the
metro lines which will enhance the services between the city center and the
Maracana and Copacabana areas
1.5 billion USD: deployment of 3 high capacity
BRT systems in the T5
corridor/ Barra-South
Zone/ Link C connecting the south-east and
northern areas of the city with Barra (rapidly developing business/ residential
zone)

Intermodal Transfer Station
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Motorway

Suburban Rail

Subway

Bus Rapid Transit

Trans Strategies and Objectives: Transport Ring which makes use of and
enhances existing systems
Barra Cluster-The center of a hub and spoke system of Olympic Lanes extending
to all three Olympic clusters
Strategy:
To develop and maintain a client service culture
To construct systems which support urban development and leave an important
legacy
To adapt innovative tech/transport solutions to Rios environment
Increase in operational times/geographical reach
CURRENT TRAN-INFRA
749km of mutli-lane motorways and major arterial roads/ 37km of metro lines/

N
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RIO DE JANEIRO : FLAMENGO PARK CLUSTER>>
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FAVELA
“It is generally agreed upon that the first favela to be called by this name was created
in November 1897. At the time, 20,000 veteran soldiers were brought from the conflict
against the settlers of Canudos, in the Eastern province of Bahia, to Rio de Janeiro and
left with no place to live. When they served the Army in Bahia, those soldiers had been
familiar with Canudos’s Favela Hill — a name referring to favela, a skin-irritating plant
indigenous to Bahia. When they settled in the Providência [Providence] hill in Rio de
Janeiro, they nicknamed the place Favela hill from their common reference, thereby
calling a slum a favela for the first time.” 1

Globally, but prodominently in Brazil, the word favela generally
defines shanty towns which are found throughout Brazil. These favelas
are easily identifiable and characterized by hap-hazard construction,
high degrees of material and tectonic customization in construction,
and organic/ parasitic densification. Favelas, by nature, can be found
bouding city infrastructure and urban fabric on extreme peripheries,
taking over as much available and legally occupiable space as possible. Historically, the formation of favelas is attributed to migration of
desitute residents to the outskirts of major cities in Brazilian states during the 1940 housing crisis. Several of the current favelas, specifically
in Rio de Janeiro, were developed in the 1970s when the resolution of
the 1940 housing crisis led to a construction boom in the city center as
well as wealthier areas within Rio. These informal settlements were a
result of the heavy influx of Brazilians who were attractred by the development of Rio de Janeiro and the personal desire to move from the
rural to the metropolitan for a higher quality of life. When housing or
any suitable form of residence was unavailble, the populus which had
migrated into Rio was forced to establish some of the first favelas in Rio
suburbs.
The poor population continued to expand regardless of government efforts of city beautification and the phenomenon became
known as favelization. According to census data, 300 favelas existed in
Rio de Janeiro in 1969 while now Rio boasts over 600 of these informal
settlements, with population inhabiting the favelas doubling to 19 percent. The most recent census data and UN reports (2010) track the current population of favelas to be only 16 % of the general city population and this is attributable to the desires which led to the inception of
these periphery settlements in the first place. While in the 1960s and 70s
the typical rural to urban migrant sought a better living by attempting
an exodus into major metropolitan centers, present day rural areas are
flourishing due to government investment, presenting rural workers with
1. Costa Mattos, Romulus, “Adelais do Malo” http://www.revistadehistoria.com.br/v2/
home/?go=detalhe&id=1152. 2007
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better life conditions. Other investments, such as those to industry, infrastructure, tourism, and social assitance are influencing the decrease in
rural-urban migration to economic cores, such as Riode Janeiro, and
as a result decreasing the prevalence of faveals. These recent population decreases in favelas can also be connected to the increasing
economic growth of Brazil as the stratification of social classes and
poverty rate is dissolving.

Barra + Favela Vila Autodromo
On the far edge of Barra, next to Jacarepagua Lagoon, and
across the street from 5 new luxury condos is Favela Vila Autódromo,
settled over 40 years ago by fishermen who lived kilometers away from
the developed part of the city, and later by workers brought to the site
to build the city’s racetrack. Today, Favela Vila Autodromo is a working
class neighborhood with about 4000 residents. When this favela was
first developed in 1970 the lagoon from which the fishermen provided
food for their family and themselves was immaculate while now it exists
as a deposit for sewage and waste from the neighboring apartment
blocks. For the 2016 Rio Olympics, the city-government is beginning a
process of remediation for the lake as it stands as a neighboring element and scenic destination for the Barra Olympic Cluster. Aside from
the attention and investment into the area, there was a threat which is
now prevalent for all favelas within proximity of future Olympic venues,
demolition and displacement.
As of March 5th, 2010, Favela Autodromo has been one of the
only favelas to be granted permanence within the perimeters of an
Olympic site due in part to a legal contract establishing the residents of
Favela Autodromo as lesees for the next 40 years. Yet residents recount
1992, when the city attempted to displace the neighborhood, alleging
that Favela Autodromo posed “aesthetic and environmental damage” to the surrounding area in a judicial action requesting the full
removal of the community. This came at a time when Barra was being
developed as the new destination for commercial, sports, and residential facilities, which, as was made clear by the judicial action, meant
that a “new aesthetic” – one where the poor were excluded – was
necessary. Throughout the community’s history, residents have worked
together not only to build their homes, but all public spaces too:
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streets, sidewalks, simple sewerage and water distribution networks, a
soccer field, church, and Residents Association.
A crucial conceptual element presented by Host City is the
necessity to mediate between two urban scales of planning, Event
[Olympics] and Community [predominently Informal Settlements]
and the continual Favela Vila Autodromo-Rio city government conflicts over residence exhibit an ideal case in which this conceptual
process would be beneficial in exploiting mutual gains. Favela Vila
Autodromo bounds the south-west corner of the Host City site while
Favela Asa Branca exists to the north-east. By nature, favelas, being
extremely dense, tend to metabolize organizational strategies which
only function within the structure of the favelas themselves and typically do not conform to the logics of their external city fabric turning
their boundaries, at times, into figurative walls haulting expansion
beyond those boundaries and encasing residents within their communities. This encasement is also subject to legal occupation which
restrict informal settlements from expansion beyone alloted portions
of land. The resulting seclusion creates an island-like condition where
identity and tradition is native to the site of the settlement. Alternatives posited by Host City seek to exploit two conditions found in the
favelas: the first being necessity of community identity and presence
when considering the type of exchange and program which drives
an architectural concept of this nature. The second being the necessity to break past the inherent nebulous conditions of the selected
site and link its morphology and development to the fabric of Rio
in order to contribute an integrative model for architectural/urban
design.
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“Cities have the
capability of providing something
for everybody,
only because,
and only when,
they are created
by everybody.”
						-Jane Jacobs
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AT THE MOMENT
The overall makeup of the site presents a dominance of commercial housing program which foreshadows the projected trajectory
of Barra da Tijuca as a center of business, commerical, and housing
amenities. As a result the Host City site will be designed to develop
alongside its surrounding context and to mediate between the
legacy plans for the Olympic venues, the abundance of residential
towers, the informal settlements, and the nexus of transport networks
that pass through the site.

COMMERCIAL HOUSING
COMMERCIAL + INDUSTRIAL + INSTITUTIONAL
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
RESIDENTIAL
OLYMPIC SITES
RECREATIONAL + PUBLIC + SOCIAL
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RIO DE JANEIRO

Aeroporto Internacional do Rio de Janeiro

Baia de Guanabara

DEODORO

Parque Nacional da Pedra Branca

MARACANA
Parque Nacional da Tijuca

COPACABANA
BARRA
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Oceano Atlantico

AS A GATEWAY
Transport Infrastructure developments for RIO 2016 include the extension of metro lines and the establishment of a Bus Rapid Transit Line
to be linked to the site because of the presence that the Olympic
Venue Park and the Olympic Village will have on the site as well as
the subsequent need for direct accessibility to the Olympic sites. The
resulting nexus of transport networks require the development of an
intermodal transport hub on the site for management. Because of
this, the site and resulting program can begin to function as a gateway for all of the different pathways from all of the different portions
of the city which converge here.

3

4

2

5

6
1
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COMMERCIAL HOUSING
COMMERCIAL + INDUSTRIAL + INSTITUTIONAL
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
RESIDENTIAL
OLYMPIC SITES
RECREATIONAL + PUBLIC + SOCIAL
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6

Bus Rapid Transit

Motorways/Major
Urban Arterials w/
Olympic Lanes

Existing_Permanent Work
Required

1
2
3
4
5
6

Planned

Additional [Perm/Temp]

Major Urban Arterial-Via 5

BRT-Motorway-Barra-South Zone

BRT-Major Urban Arterial-T5 Corridor

BRT-Motorway-Link C

Major Urban Arterial-Avenue Abelardo Bueno

Major Urban Arterial-Avenue Salvador Allende

COMMERCIAL HOUSING
COMMERCIAL + INDUSTRIAL + INSTITUTIONAL
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
RESIDENTIAL
OLYMPIC SITES
RECREATIONAL + PUBLIC + SOCIAL
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STITCH
The site analysis uncovers some of the major site strategies which are
part of the RIO 2016 Masterplan and which should be taken into account when designing on the Host City site. Historically, the Olympic
Village design has always been designed to be divided into two main
zones: International and Residential. The Residential Zone is designed
only for the athletes in order to provide a secluded environment which
maximizes comfort and privacy. The international zone is the hyperpublic zone of the site where the athletes are encouraged to interact
with visiting press and public.

RECENTER
The Barra Olympic Cluster exhibits a major recentering strategy on its
site. The logic of venue location is dominated by two main axes which
link the venues together. This recenter strategy has a substantial effect on site circulation, as a third minor axis links the Media Village [to
the NW of the site] to the Olympic Venue Park. Traveling from either
corners of the site subjects the pedestrian a reorienting-recentering
at hinge points created by axes intersection where node of program
[venues] exist along the trajectory.
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NEBULOUS
The selected site is characterized by a nebulous condtion, where there
is an evident lack of content. Its boundaries, which exist as figurative
walls, are similar to those of the neighboring informal settlements and
are inherently subject to internal pressure which demand expansion
and sound integration into the organizational logic of Rio.

NEGOTIATE
The Host City site must negotiate between a variety of infrastructural,
organizational, and program factors. The west of the site is the location
for the RIO 2016 Media Village, which will become commercial housing
post-Olympics. Below the Media Village are the Rio Centro Exhibition
Pavilions which will house future sporting events during the Olympics
and post-Olympics. To the west of Rio Centro is Favela Vila Autodromo
and the Barra Olympic Venue Park. Directly above exists a nexus of
transport networks [highway, Bus Rapid Transit, Metro]. The presence of
all of these factors on the site renders the south-west corner of the site
an intersection point of all programs whose own program will have to
negotiate on this super-charged site.
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5

11

PROGRAM SUBSTANCE

ENTRY POINTS

SITE LINES

NETWORK
CONVERGENCE

AXES

PERIMETER

Bus Rapid Transit

Motorways/Major
Urban Arterials w/
Olympic Lanes

3

Planned

Major Urban Arterial-Via 5

Additional [Perm/Temp]

BRT-Motorway-Barra-South Zone

BRT-Major Urban Arterial-T5 Corridor

BRT-Motorway-Link C

Major Urban Arterial-Avenue Abelardo Bueno

Major Urban Arterial-Avenue Salvador Allende

Existing_Permanent Work
Required

1
2
3
4
5
6

4

Engaging Young People/ Social Transformation through
catalyze

Olympic Training Center (OTC)

Host City

legacy

RIO 2016 Olympics
social inclusion

Transformation of the city/ Social

AT THE MOMENT

There are forces and parameters that bound the site which directly affect it in
an unbalanced manner.

SOCIAL

OLYMPICS

MEDIA

COMMUNITY

INFO

MARKET

INFRASTRUCTURE
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LANDSCAPE

Sport/ Regional Outreach
Live Initiative will fund 15 global live sites for the games
image

environmental remediation

revitalization

nexus of transport networks

inclusion / Youth and education/ Sport

IDEALLY

These forces can be embraced and restructured to share equal dominance for the development of program and concept design for the
site. The convergence between these parameters will subsequently
create a synergy on the site capable to mediate and accomodate for
all uses and uses informed by surrounding context.
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PROGRAM
At the convergence of all paramaters presented by the site
[Olympics-Infrastructure-Social-Information-Media-Community-Landscape-Market] exists the requirement for the typologies/program
needed and the hybrid which will be created by these typologies/program. The following section contains a taxonomy of precedents of the
program selected which can most aptly accomodate for all necessary
forces applied to the site. The three program types selected include
an intermodal transport hub, necessary for the intersection of transport
networks passing through the site, a market which will promote different levels of exchange necessary for permanence, and the mediatheque which functions as a device for the collection and exhibition
of multimedia streaming from the Olympic events. These program
types will be integrated together on the site as a programmatic hybrid.
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MARKET

MEDIATHEQUE

INTERMODAL
TRANSPORT HUB
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“Markets first appeared
appointed places of exc
by lakes, rivers, forests,
Such meeting places we
thresholds of exchange,
gathered peacefully for

Lanark 2010,
http://www.lanarkmedievalfestival.co.uk/Christmas/
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in history as specifically
hange usually bounded
or boundary stones.
re neutral territory or
where different groups
their mutual benefit.”
-Public Markets, Helen Tangires
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PROGRAM SUBSTANCE

ENTRY POINTS

SITE LINES

NETWORK
CONVERGENCE

AXES

PERIMETER

Open-Air Market
Street Market
Street Vendor
Market Hall
Market Sheds
Enclosed Market House
Central Market
Wholesale Terminal Market
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“The open air- market
uitous and universal
and it has remained
the centuries. A town
establish a marketplace
intersection of its
and east-west axes.”
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place is the most ubiqtype of public market,
rather consistent over
with a grid plan might
on the square by the
principal north-south
-Public Markets, Helen Tangires
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“Street markets are
linear expansion along
or vacant lot, on a brid
approach to a bridge.
and easy to expand ,
strained by permanent
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characterized by their
a sidewalk, in a street
ge, or underneath the
They are also flexible
since they are not constructures.”							
-Public Markets, Helen Tangires
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“Throughout the centur
have provided an impo
people who are not able
fering fruits and vegeta
to the elderly, infirm or
					
-P
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ies street vendors
rtant public service for
to get to market, by ofbles, bread, and milk
disabled.”								

Public Markets, Helen Tangires
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“The partnership betwe
and vendors of fresh fo
mixed-use market and
tion that has its prece
rope. This form is
single building with an
ground floor for shelter
and a single, enclosed
above. It is situated in
space and forms part
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en local government
od is embodied in the
town hall-a combinadents in medieval Eucharacterized by a
open arcade on the
ing the trading area
multipurpose room
the center of a public
of the larger square.”		
-Public Markets, Helen Tangires
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“The simple, freestand
prolific type of covered
form is the three-bay
for stalls and a wider
public concourse. This
ferred to as the basilica
and ventilation by mea
was a prototype for the
house.”										
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ing shed is the most
market. A common
shed, with side aisles
central aisle for the
form, sometimes retype, offers lighting
ns of a clerestory and
fully enclosed market
-Public Markets, Helen Tangires
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“During the second half
tury, many cities and to
market sheds and repla
closed market houses.
the result of a desire to
and to transform street
transportation.”										
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of the nineteenth cenwns tore down their
ced them with fully enThis movement was
civilize public space
s into conduits of
										
													 -Public Markets, Helen Tangires
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“Central markets were
nineteenth century, wh
possible to transport
ishable food directly in
bringing everything to
believed that a central
regulate priced in the o
dle both wholesale and
as to ensure producers
turnover of volume.”										
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conceived in the miden railroads made it
large quantities of perto the city centers. By
one point, city officials
market could better
ther markets and hanretail on such a scale
and dealers a large
										
													 -Public Markets, Helen Tangires
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“In the early decades of
federal, state, and local
collaborate in the desig
new buildings and spac
age and regional distri
facilities, known as
markets, unified the arr
ter, and roads. They als
bution of food away fro
to the various retail out
city and region.”										
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the twentieth century,
governments began to
n and construction of
es for large-scale storbution of food. These
wholesale terminal
ival of food by rail, wao facilitated the distrim the market-namely,
lets throughout the
										
													 -Public Markets, Helen Tangires
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OPEN-AIR

STREET

SHED

ENCLOSED
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STREET VENDOR

HALL

CENTRAL

TERMINAL
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VER-O-PESO_BELEM,BRAZIL
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BOROUGH MARKET_LONDON
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SATURDAY

Borough Market
Permanent Stalls and Shops

Locating of individual, permanent, and temporary stalls throughout the
weekend signals zones of major activity and sites activated, within the
proximity of the main enclosed market building, through their inherent
temporal cycles.
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Travel Stay-Borough Market,
http://www.travelstay.com/attractions/BoroughMarketattractionsHotelList.htm
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CAMDEN MARKET_LONDON
Stables Market

Regents Canal
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Camden Lock Market

Buck Street Market

Electric Ballroom
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BRICK LANE MARKET_LONDON
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FANEUIL HALL_BOSTON
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PIKE PLACE MARKET_SEATTLE
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MARKET HALL_ROTTERDAM
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VER-O-PESO MARKET_BELEM, BRAZIL :

Located riverside along the Guajara Bay, the Ver-O-Peso Market Hall in
Belem, Brazil is the largest market hall in South America boasting around
2000 stalls on-site. The major source of infrastructure around which the market is organized is the Amazon River delta which feeds into Guajara Bay. As,
a result the market complex is composed of the docks, where native fish
caught along the Amazon are unloaded and sold, the Iron Market, a gothic
structure where fish is sold, the Solar da Beira, where expositions of local art
often take place, and the Meat market, a neoclassical structure across the
street from the main market hall. What is most notable about Ver-O-Peso
Market is the presence shared with 16th and 18th century construction from
a fortress to a hospital-turned-museum as well as the Belem cathedral. On
the site, the market responds to the wide cross-section of civic programming by adding another function to the collection and exists as a generative point for an armature of civic space and green space. [ENCLOSED
MARKET HOUSE]

BOROUGH MARKET_LONDON, ENGLAND :

One of the largest food markets in London, Borough Market is a wholesale
and retail food market located in Southwark, Southeast London. The establishment of Borough Market can be traced back to 1014 and probably
predates this as well. The market has always flourished because of its location near the Thames River and the London Bridge which attracted traders
selling grain, vegetables, fish, and livestock. The market was closed in 1754
due to a judicial act of Parliment which sought to remedy the traffic congestion caused by the market. Since then the market has been reopened
on several different plots within its present day location. A notable characteristic of the market involves the ability to activate satellite markets along
different sites in its immediate proximity. The major operating days of the
week are Thursdays, Fridays, and Sundays, delivering a vibrance and abundance of activity throughout the weekend. [ENCLOSED MARKET HOUSE +
STREET MARKET]
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CAMDEN MARKET_LONDON, ENGLAND :

Located in Camden Town near the Regent’s Canal, Camden Market is an
armature of six adjoining markets whose trajectory presents a palimpsest of
interaction, subcultures [including the native goth subculture], tourism, and
exchange. The collective of Camden Market began simply as a weekly
crafts market held every Sunday beginning in 1974. Named Camden Lock
Market, after the Lock on Regent’s Canal near the site, it was established
shortly after the trade activity along the canal had ceased and warehouses
on the site had closed. As part of a motorway proposal in 1974 there was no
real development allowed on the site. Therefore, the small scale market intervention began to flourish until it became a notable addition to Camden
town and the motorway proposal [which had not succeeded in Parliment]
was no longer needed. Present day Camden Market is composed of Camden Lock Market, Stables Market, Camden Lock Village, Buck Street Market,
The Electric Ballroom, and Inverness Street Market and attracts over 100,000
people every weekend. [ENCLOSED MARKET HOUSE + STREET MARKET]

BRICK LANE MARKET_LONDON, ENGLAND :

Brick Lane is home to the largest Bangladeshi population in London and
boasts several restaurants, curry houses, and pop-up markets creating,
much like Camden Market, a cultural cross section and layering of cultural
interaction and exchange at various times of the week[end]. By day, one
can observe the native Bangladeshi culture of Brick Lane in plain sight and
the exact point at which the threshold between this community and that of
the tourist culture begins. By night and especially on weekends, this threshold is blurred as the street is flooded by locals [sellers and buyers] and tourists who meander the various pop-up markets and dine at the characteristic
bangladeshi restaurants. As a result, Brick Lane functions by the notion of
street-scape as activator of exchange. [ENCLOSED MARKET HOUSE + STREET
MARKET + STREET VENDOR]
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FANEUIL HALL_BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS :

Faneuil Hall Marketplace is composed of North Market, Quincy Market, and
South Market and now operates as a corridor of indoor/outdoor retail shops
and dining halls. Faneuil Hall proper was built in 1742 designed as an English
country market and modeled after the European practice of combining
market hall and town hall. Surviving various reconstructions and refurbishments, Faneuil Hall now exists as a major tourist destination in the city of
Boston. As a landmark, Faneuil Hall functions as point which links civic spaces, green spaces, and infrastructure along the North End of Boston. Starting
with the plaza at Boston City Hall, Faneuil Hall opens itself up as a gateway
linking pedestrian trajectories to the Port and the park spaces of the Big Dig
transport infrastructure project. [MARKET HALL + CENTRAL MARKET]

PIKE PLACE MARKET_SEATTLE, WASHINGTON :

Established in 1907, Pike Place Market is Seattle’s [as well as the US] oldest
market. Pike Place is a major tourist destination and is a place of business for
all types of merchants from farmers to craftworkers. The market is located
northwest of Seattle’s business district and a notable characteristic for this
market is this strategic location near the Elliot Bay waterfront. The city grid
and its major north-east avenues radiate from the bay and the market,
placing several nodes of arrival along the site of the market and tying the
city center closer to the water front through its inherent public programming. [CENTRAL MARKET]

ROTTERDAM MARKET HALL_ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS :

A project by MVRDV, the new market hall for Rotterdam was designed as
a hybrid of housing and market much like the historic coupling of town hall
and market, MVRDV is exploiting the benefits in hybridizing a civic program,
catalyzing exchange on the site, and residential program, allowing a second layer of occupancy.
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SENDAI MEDIATHEQUE
Lessons which can be taken away from this
brand of evanescent architecture developed
by Toyo Ito involve the manner in which he treats
structure as a vehicle for modes of vertical circulation and to structure, organize, and redefine moments of space. In accordance with this
ephemeral design aesthetic there are also program types which parallel this quality, the most
prominent of which is the Sendai Citizens Gallery. As part of two floors of exhibition space [one
directly managed by the public and the other
managed by mediatheque curators], the Sendai
Citizens gallery is dismantled and installed by the
residents of Sendai, presenting an architecture
which encourages community action and continues the Japanese tradition of sliding walls for
spatial reorganization and expansion.
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“When designing
the Sendai Mediatheque, I wanted to make a media convenience
store.”
-Toyo Ito
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WYLY THEATRE_DALLAS
The most significant characteristic of the Wyly
Theatre designed by REX architects parallels that
of the Sendai Mediatheque which is offering a
high degree of flexibility and reorganization for
public functions elliciting an ephemeral quality in
plan.
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In the Wyly Theatre, the main event space can
be reorganized to accomodate any type of
stage configuration, from proscenium, thrust, traverse, arena, flat floor, to black box, required in
theatre functions.
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“Why not be really creative and poten
Olympic bids, involving residents dire
ing agents, or encouraging small busi
these be a more just way of handling
much to the city without costing it a d

ACCOMMODATION : To mediate between
all programs [Commercial Housing, Olympic Venue, Informal Settlement, and
Transportation Hub] by providing a highly
flexible program and structure which can
be reappropriated at any time and retrofitted to match the evolution and needs
of the site.
CULTURE : Some communities are marked
by an intense and rich extremely localized
culture, the product of several generations of residents.
COMMUNITY : The social fabric and strong
ties inherent in a community are almost
impossible to transfer.
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ntially develop a model for all future
ectly? Engage them as workers, welcominess to cater to tourists? Wouldn’t
a community that has contributed so
dime against all constraints?”

-Theresa Williamson : Catalytic Communities

INFORMAL : Homes in favelas are custom
built by residents to suit their families
needs, over decades, providing diversity
of use and opportunity for customization
and future change, as well as the committment to place associated with self
built neighborhoods.
EFFECT : To reference the way informal
settlements catalyze and evolve, and
how this is significant in the design of a
highly flexible and sensitively integrated
architecture which can also combat notions of the Olympic Effect.
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PARTI

The current parti takes into account eventual and existing site strategies which
will be present on the site after Olympic construction is complete [Stitch, Recenter, Negotiate] to produce an integrative complex for the Market, Mediatheque,
and Intermodal transport hub programs. As an initial move the Intermodal transport hub is relocated at the south west corner of the site to collect and distribute
all forms of transport from a single point. Inherently, this will create fluctuations of
circulation and result in a highly trafficked pedestrian zone. This pedestrian zone
will benefit from an established permanence [Market] in the midst of transience
[Transport hub] to encourage different levels of exchange and interaction as
well as a sense of community and identity on the site. Finally, the Mediatheque
will exist as the final program for the necessary mediation between this community programming and the Olympic presence. Functioning programmatically and
conceptually as a metaphor, the Mediatheque, a vehicle for the collection and
exhibition of multimedia, will also collect and exhibit the abundance of cultural
fragments brought to Rio de Janeiro by all participating nations and exhibit them
throughout the games. Furthermore, the Mediatheque in conjunction with the
plaza space created by the market will function as a Live Site of Olympic Event
screening for all members of local communities unable to attend. Post-Olympics,
the Mediatheque will parallel the RIO 2016 legacy plans for educational infrastructure acting as a monument to the games and multimedia library for local
communities.
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BARRA
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0

03

PEDESTRIAN FLOW_OLYMPIAN

04

PEDESTRIAN FLOW_OFFICIAL-MEDIA
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MEDIA-OFFICIAL USER GROUP

LOCAL RESIDENT USER GROUP
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The existing and speculated flows on the site as well as the identified user groups
of the local resident, tourist, athlete, and media became very important in shaping the project in the initial conceptual stages by providing a framework for a
basic site strategy which would operate in tandem with amenities provided and
basic contextual necessities on the site.

PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPE :

CROSS POLLINATION OF PROGRAMMING IS
ESSENTIAL TO ENGENDER THE CROSSCIRCULATION OF USER GROUPS ON THE SITE
WHICH RARELY IS INTERRUPTED BY ANY FORM
OF CIRCULATION ALTOGETHER. THE RESULT
WILL BE A PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPE WHICH
WILL CREATE SIMILAR PATTERNS AND RELATIONSHIPS OF EXCHANGE AND ACTIVITY AS
OTHER HEAVILY TRAFFICKED ZONES IN THE
VICINITY OF THE SITE TO ESTABLISH PRESENCE
AS A MAJOR PROGRAMMATIC COMPONENT.

RIO CENTRO :
OLYMPIC VENUES

RUA CARIOCA :

OLYMPIC PARK :
OLYMPIC VENUES

COMMERCIAL AVENUE

PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPE
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SITE STRATEGY

SITE STRATEGY
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SITE STRATEGY

SITE STRATEGY
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ESTABLISHMENT OF TRANSPORT HUB
EXTENSION INTO RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY

EXTENSION INTO MEDIA VILLAGE CONTEXT

EXTENSION INTO RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY

SUPPLEMENTAL ENTRY : PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
EXTENSION TO AV. PEDRO CORRIERA

USER GROUP ENTRY : PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
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The site strategy which metabolized would take the form of a hyper-programmed circulation artery. The artery was manipulated planometrically and
sectionally and in turn programmed according to different interactions with user
groups in the form of a nodal network strain.

PATH MANIPULATION

EXTENSION TO AV. SALVADOR ALLENDE

EXTENSION TO AV. PEDRO CORRIERA
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UT + FLIP SURFACE TO MEET UPPER LEVEL

CUT + FLIP SURFACE TO MEET UPPER LEVEL

ESULT : BINARY SURFACE MANEUVER RCULTATION ABOVE - BUS SHELTER + CAFE BELOW

RESULT : BINARY SURFACE MANEUVER CIRCULTATION ABOVE - BUS SHELTER + CAFE BELOW

CUT + FLIP

CUT + FLIP

PHYSICAL CONNECTION

PULL SURFACE APART CONTINUING TWO LEVEL CIRCULATION
RESULT : ABOVE LEVEL MARKET PROCESSION
BELOW LEVEL GALLERY SPACE

PULL

PULL

PRESS + PULL SURFACE
RESULT : CREATION OF A CONTINUOUS SURFACE
WHICH BLEEDS LANDSCAPE INTO FIRST LEVEL
AND THROUGH INTO BOTANICAL GARDENS LARGER AMPHITHEATRE SITUATING OLYMPIC
GLOBAL LIVE SITE
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GROUND _ 1 : 75
Exposing Retail and Gallery Program
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LEVEL 1 _ 1 : 75
Exposing Mega Node
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SECTION 2

SECTION 1

LEVEL 2 _ 1 : 75

Highlighting Site Texture and Landscape Systems
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SECTION 2 _ 1 : 20
Longitudinal - Through Mega Node

SECTION 1 _ 1 : 20
Longitudinal - Principal Entry to Mega Node
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
PRINT
Gold, John Robert., and Margaret M. Gold. Olympic Cities: City Agendas,
Planning and the World’s Games, 1896-2012. London: Routledge, 2007. Print.
Olympic Cities
Compiled by John Gold, Professor of Urban Geography at Oxford Brookes
University, and Margaret Gold, lecturer at London Metropolitan University,
Olympic Cities presents a comprehensive account of the relationship between
host cities, Olympic events, and the after effects which result from hosting these
mega events. The text provides an initial introduction to the components of the
Olympic festivals which is essential in providing a context for the subsequent
overviews of planning strategies and city agendas provided. The city portraits
section functions as a library of case studies and offers a good base/reference
point for analysis and comparison of these cities.
Roche, Maurice. Mega-events and Modernity: Olympics and Expos in the Growth
of Global Culture. London: Routledge, 2000. Print.
Mega-events and Modernity
Maurice Roche’s text offers a crucial analysis of the social aspects and societal
implications of “mega events” on a city, its identity, and “the marking of
public time and space.” Case studies, from the Crystal Palace Expo to the 92’
Barcelona Olympics, are provided to add depth and a context to the analyses.
Roche’s contention considers the catalyzing effect of mega-events for “visions of
society and of the future” and the opportunity for ordinary people to “affirm or
contest collective identities.”
Pitts, Adrian C., and Hanwen Liao. Sustainable Olympic Design and Urban
Development. Milton Park, Abingdon: Routledge, 2009. Print.
Sustainable Olympic Design and Urban Development
Pitts and Liao cover the historical context of the Olympic Games, using it as
a departure point for exploring a more sustainable design approach for the
games. This book more than functioning as a reference book on past games,
also functions as an “assessment tool” for future ones, offering a framework of
indicators and strategies for a more sustainable Olympic design.
Tangires, Helen. Public Markets. New York: W.W. Norton in Association with Library
of Congress, 2008. Print.
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Public Markets
Helen Tangires covers the inception of the public market and what has made
it a significant piece of civic programming for a city. Furthermore she covers
the development of the market typology in a linear timeline from the openair market to the present day wholesale terminal market, identifying socioeconomic and political conditions which led to this evolution.
Theodoraki, Eleni. Olympic Event Organization. Amsterdam: ButterworthHeinemann, 2007. Print.
Olympic Event Organization
Is a structured guide for economic planning behind the Olympics. The text
starts with a section devoted to financial models and modes of analysis of past
Olympic Games. The text also offers a theory component on cause-effect
relationships spawning from mega-events and the politics of these games. At
its end, there is a comprehensive overview of phase by phase planning for
an Olympic Event. With its dense information set, Olympic Event Organization
becomes a valuable tool for understanding more of the complexities and less
flashy details of the Olympic Games and mega-event organization.
Lenskyj, Helen. Inside the Olympic Industry: Power, Politics, and Activism. Albany:
State University of New York, 2000. Print.
Inside the Olympic Industry
Lenskyj, a Professor of Sociology in Toronto, develops in this text a radical expose
on the negligent effects towards a city and its inhabitant through the hosting
of an Olympic event. The text cites veridical, often “dirty” details, and scandals
which unfold as a city prepares and plans for its bid. From Salt Lake City to
Toronto to Atlanta to Sydney, the author uses various cities as case studies and
uncovers the little known picture and high costs of being a host city.
Barney, Robert Knight, Stephen R. Wenn, and Scott G. Martyn. Selling the
Five Rings: the International Olympic Committee and the Rise of Olympic
Commercialism. Salt Lake City: University of Utah, 2004. Print.
Selling the Five Rings
Is a useful economic text delineating the history of the transnational institution
of the Olympics from its inception stages, as a harbinger of peace, to its now
corporate identity, commercial appeal, and inherent ability of “power and
Influence.”
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ARTICLE
Downie, Andrew. “Rio’s Olympic Quest: Can It Handle the 2016 Games?” TIME.
CNN, 25 Sept. 2009. Web. 19 Sept. 2010. <http://www.time.com/time/world/
article/0,8599,1926094,00.html>.
Rio’s Olympic Quest
“Brazil is still learning how to do continuous public policy. Public works are
emergency, localized, and specific. There is no strategic planning involved.”
Thematically, this short article suggests that a careful and cautious eye must be
placed on Rio for its upcoming hosting of the 2016 Olympics. Detailing a financial
debacle resulting from its sponsorship of the 2007 Pan Am Games, the author
addresses the failed infrastructural improvements which were meant to result
from these games in relation to the exorbitant overall cost, a sum which was
reportedly close to the official costs of the 2008 Beijing Olympics.
Barrionuevo, Alexei. “For Brazil, Olympic Bid Is About Global Role.” The New York
Times. The New York Times, 28 Sept. 2009. Web. 19 Sept. 2010. <http://www.
nytimes.com/2009/09/28/world/americas/28brazil.html>.
For Brazil, Olympic Bid Is About Global Role
This short article conveys Rio’s plans, goals, and desires for benefiting and
becoming a global presence through the back to back hosting of the World
Cup and Olympic Games. While the Olympic Committee seeks to correct its
“historic neglect of South America,” Rio hopes to correct its mistakes and broken
promises resulting from the 2007 Pan Am games. The two parties involved for the
2016 mega-event are reportedly operating under a purpose which promotes
improvement.
Robert, Barney K., Andrew Zimbalist, Victor Matheson, William C. Kirby, and
Dahshi Marshall. “Do Olympic Host Cities Ever Win?” The New York Times. The
New York Times, 2 Oct. 2009. Web. 19 Sept. 2010. <http://roomfordebate.blogs.
nytimes.com/2009/10/02/do-olympic-host-cities-ever-win/>.
Do Olympic Host Cities Ever Win?
Is a joint article between economists, professors, and planners on the Host city/
Olympic Effect relationship. Each contributor offers input on planning, city case
studies, and theoretical inquiries and insights after the selection of Rio as a host
city. The article offers a significant and valuable resource of trans-disciplinary
debate where the multiple points of view serve to inform and provide a broader
sense of Olympic hosting.
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REPORT
Rose, Andrew K., and Mark M. Spiegel. The Olympic Effect. Working paper no.
14854. Cambridge: National Bureau of Economic Research, 2009. Print. NBER
Working Paper Ser.

The Olympic Effect
A dense working paper series which addresses skepticism on the
economic benefits of hosting a mega event. “In this paper, we reconcile
these positions by examining the economic impact of hosting megaevents like the Olympics.” The series presents trade models and equilibrium
formulas which deeply formalize the factors present between a Host city
and the mega-event.
Barcelona Olympics 1992. Rep. Barcelona, 1988. Print.
Bid Proposal for the Barcelona 92 Olympics
RIO Olympics 2016. Rep. Rio de Janeiro, 2009. Print.
Bid Proposal for the Rio de Janeiro 2016 Olympics
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INDEX
Athens 30-33
-Transport Infrastructure
Barcelona 20-29
Barra Da Tijuca 37,38, 42-45
Borough Market 106-111, 124
Brand 8
Brick Lane Market 114,115, 125
Camden 112,113, 125
Copacabana 37, 48
Decentralized 8
Degeneration 8
Deodoro 36
Diagonal 22, 24, 26, 28
-Trans-Infra
-Fabric
-Amenities + Program
Faneuil Hall 116,117, 126
Favela 54-57
Global Live Site 36
Host 8
Infrastructure 8
Inner City Mono Cluster 8, 15
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Inner City Poly Cluster 8, 16
Joint Cluster 9, 16
Maracana 37, 47
Market 79-127
-Open Air
-Street Market
-Street Vendor
-Market Hall
-Market Shed
-Enclosed Market House
-Central Market
-Wholesale Terminal Market
Mediatheque 128, 129
Mega Event 10, 11
Montjuic 22, 24, 26, 28
-Trans-Infra
-Fabric
-Amenities + Program
Montreal 18, 19
Nebulous 66, 67
Negotiate 66, 67
Olympic Effect 12, 13
Olympic Games [Throughout]
Olympic Training Center 34, 52
Olympic Transport Highway 34,
36, 40-43

Olympic Village 50, 51

Ver-O-Peso 100-105, 124

Parc Del Mar 23, 25, 27, 29
-Trans-Infra
-Fabric
-Amenities + Program
Parti 134,135
Periphery Cluster 9, 15
Pike Place Market 118, 119, 126
Program 74, 75
Recenter 65
Regeneration 9
RIO 2016 34-39
-Strategic Pathway
-Concept
-Masterplan
Rio De Janeiro, Brazil [Throughout]
Satellite Cluster 9, 16
Site Analysis 58-69
Social Inclusion 34, 70
Social Transformation 34, 70
Stitch 65
Vall D’Hebron 23, 25, 27, 29
-Trans-Infra
-Fabric
-Program + Amenities
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